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 Mission: “Our mission is to train people by
putting sincere team efforts so that they can
contribute in the growth of global economy”.

 Vision: “To train and develop manpower
suitable for global labour market & Self
employment.”



In view of overall development of Nagpur

and Vidharbha by way of prestigious projects

like MIHAN and upcoming power projects by

MAHAGENCO, NTPC, Adani Group and

Industries in MIDC's in the vicinity of Nagpur,

there shall be huge demand of trained technical

manpower. To meet the forecast of manpower

Nirmalam Bahuudeshiya Shikshan Sanstha has

established “Parshuram Industrial Training

Institute”. The institute is backed by highly

qualified and experienced engineers. The

institute has started four trades viz. Electrician,

Fitter, Wireman and COPA and will be bringing

Motor Mechanic, & Welder next year. PITC has

well established labs with 100% equipments and

pleasant atmosphere. The Aim of the institute

develops technically sound and qualified

manpower to meet the current need and the
future requirement.
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Aim :

To enlighten trainees by

providing quality knowledge &

quantitative industrial exposure

so as they become self sufficient &

get employed to earn their living

& contribute in country’s

development.



Electrician trade is one of the oldest

craftsman training trades. Electricians

play a very important role in the

society, and are required for repairing

electrical appliances, electrical fittings,

motors etc. Electricians are required in

all industries for maintenance,

repairing and installations of electrical

machines and equipments. A versatile

electrician can work with skill on

testing, measuring, wiring, winding,

and equipments maintained in

Electrical field.
Electrician laboratory



Wireman trade is one of the most

important trade in the field of

Electrical Engineering. The importance

of accurate wiring and the effects of

wrong wiring are covered in the

curriculum. Wiring of residence,

factories, tunnels etc. are taught

during the course. A well furnished lab

gives the students, hands on

experience for testing, measuring,

wiring, and winding of Electrical

Equipments. Wiremen with the above

qualities are appreciated in the

industry and have high prospects for

employment
Wireman laboratory



Knowledge of computers has become a

need for every individual for the

progress in career and for making their

lives easier. Thus Computer Operator

and Programming Assistant

(C.O.P.A) is one of the favorite trades

among students for learning high end

computer software. With latest

computers, software, highly qualified

and experienced faculty, learning of

C.O.P.A trade at “Parshuram

Industrial Training Center”

COPA Laboratory



Fitter is a Mechanical Trade, which

covers fitting, filing, cutting, drilling,

welding, forging, turning on lathe

machine etc. A trained fitter can work

on a shop floor of any industry with

mechanical background, or he/she

can set up a workshop and be self –

employed

Fitter Laboratory



 Trainees successfully placed in
Narayani Electricals, MSEB,
Relief-lab (P) Ltd., Aurobindo
Laminations Ltd. and many
more.

 Linkage with companies like Afsa
Engineers, Relief-lab (P) Ltd.,
Narayani Electricals & many
more.

 We recieved Certificate of
Excellence from companies like
Afsa Engineers, Relief-lab (P)
Ltd., Aurobindo Laminations Ltd.
and many other firms.



 Associated with MITCON, KVIC, NSIC 
& MSME.

 Regular guest lectures & training on 
EDP & ESDP.

 Industrial visits on regular basis. 

 Annual blood donation camps held.

 Annual sports day organised for 
trainees.   



 Electrician trainees                                                  
1. Designed Solar car                                                 
2. Designed solar street light

 Fitter trainees designed & fabricated
machine vice & bench vice.

 Spanner, hand tools, cutting tool,
fitting tools, turning tools fabricated
by trainees.



 Our institute was awarded the

‘SHIKSHA BHARATI PURASHAR’ for

the best upcoming ITIs in
Maharashatra by ‘All India
Achievers Foundation’ under
‘National Economic Development &
Social Responsibilities’.

 Consecutively organises blood
donation camps.



 Increase quality exposure to industrial
environment for trainees.

 Introduce & Prepare trainees to work
efficiently with latest technology.

 Generate employment amongst
youngster for growth of society.

 Increase level of practical knowledge
in trainees so as they can use it
efficiently.

 Expand our educational institute so as
to educate more & more students &
help them to earn their living.


